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Data Protection should
be part of every
company’s or
organisation’s DNA

Do you process
personal data?
Processing

Personal data

collection, recording, organization,
structuring, storage, consulting, editing, etc.

any information relating to an identified or
identifiable individual (name, tracking
number, location data, etc.) This individual
is called the data subject.

Then you are
Data Controller
says how and why
personal data is processed.

or

Data Processor
act on the controller's
behalf.

Some examples of personal data

Criminal records

Employment information
Name

Credit card numbers

Identification number

Address
Exact salary

IP Address

gender

Identifying numbers SIN, PRI
Telephone number
Religious beliefs

Ethnicity

date of birth

fingerprints

Age

nation of origin

Health care/medical history

Location data

Marital status

colour of skin

Curriculum vitae

Sensitive personal data?

To be compliant, I must:
•
•

If you process personal
data, you must comply
with the privacy
legislation

•
•
•
•

processed legally and appropriately:
collected for specified, explicit
and legitimate purposes;
relevant and limited to the respective purposes;
accurate and kept up to date;
retained for no longer than is necessary;
kept appropriately secure.

For accountability I should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

compile a data register;
process the minimum volume of personal
data;
draft a privacy notice,
develop an internal policy;
appoint an employee who
is in charge of data protection;
use data protection impact assessments;
establish effective procedures protection.

Two key principles

Accountability Transparency
principle which requires that organisations put in place appropriate
technical and organisational measures and are able to demonstrate
what they did and its effectiveness when requested

• Identification of the controller/processor
(register’s owner) and of the DPO
• Identification of the processing activity
• Description of the processing activity

Ideally your register
should contain

• Details concerning the type of personal data and
the data subjects (+ dates and sources)
• Identification of the processor(s)
• Transfer of personal data (To whom? and whereto?)
• Description of the technology and software
applications used for processing personal data
• Information about risks and security measures
• How to manage data subject rights
• Status of the processing activity

Under what circumstances
can I process personal data?
EITHER

External Personal Data

with the data subject's consent;

OR
processing is required:

Internal Personal Data

•
•
•
•
•

performance of a contract,
legal obligation,
vital interests,
public interest,
legitimate interests.

Public and Private Personal Data

Public data
Private data
are data which
are not freely
accessible

are data which
are freely
accessible to
everybody or to
a very large
group of people

When processing private and/or public personal data GDPR applies.
You need to have a legal base, defined objectives, etc. and you must inform the Data Subject about your processing activity.

Legitimate Interest may be a good legal base for the
processing of public personal data insofar the processing meets
the reasonable expectations of the data subject

Consent:
•

clear affirmative action,

•

Specific and non ambiguous

•

Opt-in, no preticked boxes

•

must be verifiable,

•

can be withdrawn at any time,

Consent obtained previously should not be
sought again if the standard of that
consent meets the new requirements.

Children's personal data
The General Data Protection Regulation
contains new provisions intended to
enhance the protection of children's
personal data.

•

Ensure that data subjects are provided with a clear explanation of
the processing for which they are granting their consent.

•

Ensure that the consent mechanism is genuinely voluntary and of an
‘opt-in’ nature.

•

Ensure that data subjects can withdraw their consent easily.

•

Ensure that consent is not based on unresponsiveness or inactivity.

Two key principles

Accountability Transparency
principle which requires that controller and processor are open
toward individuals regarding the processing of their data

Rights of data subjects
Right to be informed

Right of access

Right of data subjects to obtain
transparent information, at the time
their personal data are collected, about
the procedure for processing their data

Right of data subjects to obtain, on
request, a list of their processed
personal data from the controller

Right to rectification

Right to object

Right to request the rectification
of inaccurate or incomplete
personal data

Right of data subjects to object to
processing of their data for marketing
purposes for example

Rights of data subjects

?

'Right to be
forgotten'

Automated decision-making
and profiling

Right to data
portability

Right of data subjects, in specific
circumstances, to ask for their data
to be deleted if the processing of
these data causes them damage

Right to refuse to be subject
to a decision based solely on
automated processing

Right of data subjects to ask for
all their personal data to be
transferred from one computer
environment/controller
to another

What are my obligations
as the controller and/or processor?
As the controller I must:
•

review data-processing activities
and keep records;

•

protect the security of the personal
data;

•

comply with the accountability
principle and cooperate
with the Privacy Commission;

•

identify, review and promptly
report data breaches to the Privacy
Commission.

As the processor I must:
•

review my existing data-processing
agreements and ensure the appropriate
security and confidentiality of personal data
I process;

•

only process data in accordance
with the controller's instructions;

•

identify, review and promptly report
data breaches to the relevant controller;

•

be aware that I am only allowed
to appoint sub-processors
with the controller's consent.

What if I transfer data outside the EU?
I transfer data to:

YES

These countries offer
adequate protection

Nothing has
to be done

Transfer within
a corporate group

I conclude Binding
Corporate Rules

Transfer outside
a corporate group

I conclude standard data
protection clauses adopted by
the European Commission.

Switzerland
Canada
Andorra
Argentina
USA (Privacy Shield)
Guernsey

the Isle of Man
the Faroe Islands
Jersey

NO

Australia
Israel

New Zealand
Uruguay

Specific transfer

EITHER I obtain the data
subject's consent
OR the transfer is required for
the execution of a contract

What do I need to do
in case of a data breach?
A data breach means a breach of security leading
to the destruction, loss, alteration or unauthorised
disclosure of or access to personal data.

•

Notify the Privacy Commission
of any breach within 72 hours

•

Where a breach is likely to put
an individual's rights and freedoms
at high risk, you must notify those
concerned directly.

Make sure to perform this beforehand:
Ensure that your staff understands what constitutes
a data breach.

Appoint an individual to take responsibility for
reviewing and reporting data breaches.
Have robust breach detection, investigation and
internal reporting.
Draft template letters to report any data breach.

FEB advises all enterprises
to appoint a person in
charge of data protection.
When your core business involves large-scale
systematic monitoring of individuals or special
categories of data, you must appoint a Data
Protection Officer (DPO).

The tasks of a data protection
officer:
•

inform and advise the enterprise and its employees
of the organisation's obligations to comply
with the GDPR and other data protection laws;

•

monitor compliance with the GDPR;

•

be the first point of contact for data protection.

Reform of the Data Protection Authority

General
Secretary

Board of
Directors

First-line
service
Data Protection
Authority

Litigation
chamber

Inspection

Knowledge
centre

• Information and Advice
• Guidance for controllers
and processors
• Monitoring and Sanctions

Advice Council

What are the risks of non
compliance?
A data subject has two options:

•

Deposit a complaint at the Data Protection
Authority (DPA)

•

Deposit a complaint at the Tribunal/Court

The DPA can act on its own initiative

DPA can impose
•

Sanctions without immediate financial
impact: warning, order to comply,
restriction of processing, suspend transfer
data to third countries, etc.

•

Administrative fines up to 4% of
worldwide turnover or 20.000.000 EUR

Seven key recommendations
1. Keep a record of all personal data
processes along with their intended purpose.

2. Handle the processed
data legally and transparently.
3. Only register mandatory data,
and do so for no longer than necessary.
4. Put appropriate security measures
in place to protect the personal data.
5. Clearly notify the data subjects concerned.
6. Devise an internal data
protection and privacy policy.

7. Appoint a person in charge
of data protection and privacy.

Thank you for
your attention
Questions?
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